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Nine-year-old Hannah Daniels came to VPF in 2012 after she was admitted to the

hospital for multiple organ system failure. Hannah was born with a condition that

causes seizures. When she arrived at VPF, she was also suffering from respiratory

failure, she was septic and she had a trach and g-tube. Prior to her admission,

Hannah had been cared for at home, but with three siblings and both parents

working full time, her care became overwhelming. At VPF, she receives round-the-

clock nursing and respiratory care as well as educational services, physical,

occupational and speech therapies. She’s monitored 24 hours a day so if an issue

arises, it is taken care of immediately. 

Hannah had 12-hour nursing care when she lived at home, but according to

Mom, no matter how much they worked with her, she still had respiratory

setbacks and trach infections. Now that she is at VPF, her breathing is better 

and there have been no reports of trach infections. “Since Hannah has been at

VPF, we have peace of mind that Hannah is well taken care of and her

respiratory improvement has been phenomenal!” said Mom.

An interdisciplinary team approach to...

Keep kids as healthy as possible

The children treated at VPF can have very distinctive care needs, as

growth and developmental issues can often be compounded by medical

fragility. Acute monitoring and consideration of patient size and weight

are essential for optimal pediatric pulmonary management, medication

and nutrition. In order to provide comprehensive care, we also rely on

interdisciplinary team communication; therefore our expert pediatric

professionals - including respiratory, physical, occupational,

speech/feeding and recreation/child life therapists, as well as nurses,

doctors, psychiatrists and social workers – meets regularly to review

progress and the long- and short-term goals of each child and family.

Our interdisciplinary approach and the health of our children are a

testament to the importance of treating every aspect of the child from

medical, developmental, emotional, educational, to social well-being.

OUR TEAM OF PEDIATRIC SPECIALISTS
PROVIDES THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF CARE

“I can honestly say that since she has been at VPF, our daughter’s respiratory
improvement has been phenomenal,” says Mom.
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VPF Volunteer of the Year!
The Volunteer of the Year award was

awarded to the youngest ever VPF

volunteer of the year, Eastern High

School Sophomore, Gabrielle
Jackson! Gabrielle joined the

volunteer program on July 30, 2012

when she just graduated middle

school and has successfully

completed 101 hours to date!

Immediately, she fit right into the

program. She is extremely mature

for her age, demonstrating great

leadership skills and independence

in choosing activities for the variety

of children she interacts with. She

has a great imagination making up

stories to fit the child’s mood and

includes any resident that might be

near her. Gabby is always positive

and cheerful with staff and children

and is a true role model!

Congratulations Gabby!

VPF Awards 9th Annual
Scholarship!
The scholarship winner is Tom
Tyrrell, a senior from Bishop

Eustace who joined our volunteer

program his sophomore year on

November 19, 2011 and has

successfully completed 163 hours of

service to date. He will be attending

the University of Pennsylvania this

fall and plans to study Law. During

the school year, Tom is a therapeutic

recreation volunteer assigned to

visit children, independently sharing

stories and playing games. Ashawn

always looks forward to his Monday

afternoon visits so they can toss 

the football to each other. In past

summers, Tom volunteered in the

medical day care assisting staff in

the preschool room. The pre -

schoolers were always excited to see

him. Good Luck Tom. We wish you a
bright and wonderful future!

VPF Volunteer Manager Rose Lynch and 
VPF Volunteer of the Year Gabrielle Jackson

VPF Scholarship
Winner Tom
Tyrrell with
Ashawn and VPF
Administrator
Scott Goldberg

On April 9, 2014, volunteers were invited to walk the red carpet and were treated to an evening 
of dinner and delicious desserts Hollywood style! This year, VPF had the privilege of recognizing 
97 individual volunteers, 9 Pet therapy volunteers, 3 spiritual groups and 2 community groups.
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Celebrating Over 100 Hours
This Year!
Bruce Ellis - 123
Carolyn Furrer - 126
Karalyn Manns - 210
Danielle Schriver - 112
Tony Viola - 148

Anniversary Celebrations
(Years at VPF) 
Barbara Silverstein - 21 years
Tony Viola -15 years
Christine Mazzitelli - 14 years
Mary Ellen Cameron - 12 years
Ann Altmann - 11 years

June Kosloff - 7 years
Marie Catrino - 7 years
Hope Ettinger - 7 years
Susie Laucks - 7 years
Danielle Schriver - 5 years

Our Volunteers Celebrate!

I visited my son, Metin Reis Erten, today and had such a great experience I wanted to share it.  My visits to VPF

have been infrequent because I've lived far from New Jersey. Having recently moved back to the area, I want to

make my visits to see Metin more frequent and more meaningful.
Today, with the temps in the high 70s, I asked if I could take Metin outside and was told I needed to be VPF

trained but that someone in the Recreation/Child Life Department could possibly accompany me and Metin

outside.  I was so lucky to have a young man named Julian offer to do that.  He brought a young boy,

Colby, while I brought Metin out into the play area.  I was so impressed by Julian's kindness,

friendliness, intelligence and genuine care.  With his help, I was able to enjoy time outside in the fresh

air with my son, for the first time in over six years.  We took photos of each other, including a 'selfie' between me, Metin and Julian. Upon my prompting

- yes I was nosy! - Julian told me that he is a new college graduate who had been

offered a job after volunteering at VPF and that he was aiming to apply to

graduate school to be a Physician Assistant. We talked about the health fields and

I encouraged him to follow his dreams and shared my daughter's graduate school

experience in a Physical Therapy program. VPF is VERY lucky to have such a nice

young man working in the Recreation Department, and I think that anyone who

gets Julian's attention and care feels his genuine warmth.  Intelligence is

something that is rare, but intelligence with deeply felt compassion and care is

even rarer still…and Julian has that.  I wanted to share this very positive

experience with VPF and to thank you for providing my son with competent

care and a home for these past years.

Sincerely,
Fatima Sakarya

VPF parents say the nicest things…

888-VPF-KIDS (888-873-5437) • www.forkidcare.com

Metin with Mom
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VPF Therapist Conducts 
Music Therapy Study
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It is often a challenge for therapists to

identify physical activities for certain skilled

nursing residents due to their physical and

cognitive limitations. Voorhees Pediatric
Facility Recreation Therapist Brigid
Lyons, BS, CTRS, discovered a solution.

She found that The Beamz increases

physical activity and enjoyment in this

population. The Beamz is a technology-

based music-making device built on the

concept that anyone can make music and

is played by passing hands through laser

beams which trigger multiple streams of

musical notes and sounds.

In order to make that discovery, she and two

colleagues (associate and assistant professors

from the Department of Rehabilitation

Sciences at Temple University) conducted a

study at The Philadelphia Protestant Home.

This particular study concluded that

participation in technology-based music-

making at a fast tempo safely elevated heart

rates in skilled nursing residents; and that

skilled nursing residents enjoyed the activity.

And there were more positive results gained

from the study…

• The fact that individuals find this activity

enjoyable indicates that therapeutic

recreation sessions using this protocol have

the potential to not only impact physical

functioning, but also enhance quality of life.

• Since positive outcomes can be achieved 

in only a short period of time makes The

Beamz extremely practical for

widespread use. 

• Recreation therapists should be able to

incorporate use of The Beamz into their

therapeutic programming with very little

time and effort. 

• The cost of the equipment is minimal, and

training for therapists can be completed in

a very short period of time. 

• The diversity of ways the equipment can be

used enables flexibility in program design

and holds potential to meet a variety of

therapeutic goals for residents. 

This study was published in the American

Journal of Recreation Therapy. Kudos to

Brigid and her colleagues…what a wonderful

impact you have made on the skilled nursing

population.

Brigid During One of 
Her Recreation Therapy
Sessions at VPF



Voorhees Pediatric Facility 
� A nationally recognized leader in specialized pediatric care since 1982

� A 119-bed facility, providing specialized nursing and advanced pulmonary and rehabilitative care

� The largest free-standing ventilator program serving as a model for the entire nation

� First on-site, private school with special education services for medically fragile/technology 
dependent children 

� Serving children and adolescents from birth to 21 years from across the nation

� In-house physician and nurse practitioner coverage

VPF also offers Medical Day Care for Children 
with Special Medical Needs
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Here’s a great
boardwalk shot 
from a previous
WAVE vacation!

Volunteers Plan to Take VPF Kids on Vacation
NJ WAVE Scheduled for June 23-26 this year!

FUN IN THE SUN…

The NJ WAVE Program enables

ventilator-dependent children from

Voorhees Pediatric Facility (VPF)

and the local South Jersey and

Philadelphia area to spend a fun-

filled week at the shore. Volunteers

from VPF and Shore Memorial

Hospital help the children enjoy the

beach, the boardwalk, fishing, stories

told around the campfire, kite flying,

bowling, racing remote control cars

and so much more!

This unique program was originally

developed so that ventilator-

dependent teens could enjoy the

Jersey shore with their peers. NJ

WAVE began in 2000 with five

campers and has expanded to over

ten campers between the ages of

three and twenty.

For more information, please
email VPF Director of
Respiratory Therapy Tricia
Cunningham at
tcunningham@forkidcare.com.


